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Abstract

Ideology is an important component of text production and reception, and therefore of translation. In the paper, we address the translation of ideology through the prism of the intergroup threat theory. The resulting intergroup mediation perspective is a practical framework aimed at helping translators to evaluate whether an ideological recontextualisation may be desirable when dealing with divergence in ideological contexts between the author, the source text readership and the target text audience. The framework includes ideology shifts analysis in terms of the roles ideology can play in a text: it can constitute a part of the message (foreground) or belong to the background. Although applicable rather generally, the framework is derived from an example-based study of news translation. The study focuses on translation between French, English and German using examples from online versions of major European news media, such as the French Le Monde and Le Figaro, the German Zeit Online and Die Welt, and the British The Independent, The Telegraph and Guardian. The paper allows for a better understanding of ideology-related problems in translation, helps identify essential factors influencing translator’s choices and could be used as a guidance in translation practice. Also, considering the formal character of the framework, it could eventually serve as a basis for handling ideology-related issues in machine translation in the news industry.
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Аннотация
Адекватный перевод текста, отражающего различные аспекты жизни общества, невозможен без учета идеологической составляющей этого текста. В статье предложено рассматривать проблемы, связанные с переводом идеологии, в ракурсе межгруппового посредничества с опорой на теорию межгрупповых угроз (Intergroup Threat Theory). Практическая значимость работы заключается в том, что переводчику предоставлен действенный механизм для определения того, насколько желательна реконтекстуализация в случае различий в идеологическом контексте между автором текста, читателями текста-источника и аудиторией, на которую рассчитан переводимый текст. В основе данного механизма лежат предлагаемые в статье формальная модель идеологически обусловленной переводческой проблемы и методика анализа идеологических сдвигов с позиции фоновой/ключевой роли идеологии в переводимом тексте. Материалом для построения модели послужили новостные публикации в электронных версиях ведущих европейских изданий, таких как французские Le Monde и Le Figaro, немецкие Zeit Online и Die Welt, а также британские The Independent, The Telegraph и Guardian. Данное исследование позволяет лучше понять сложности перевода, связанные с отражением идеологии, установить основные факторы, влияющие на выбор, перед которым стоит переводчик, и может служить руководством в переводческой практике. Кроме того, предложенная модель, благодаря своему пространственному характеру, может быть использована в машинном переводе, применяемом в новостной индустрии.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ideology is an important component of text production and reception, and therefore of translation. It affects the work of the translator in different ways. Firstly, its presence in the source text may be subtle and difficult to reproduce. Secondly, translators may be biased themselves due to a personal ideological stance. Finally, the problem may stem from the discrepancy in the reception of the source and target texts when the corresponding audiences belong to opposite ideological camps. In translation studies as well as in critical discourse analysis (CDA), it is customary to use the term “ideology” in a broad sense (Mason, 2009; van Dijk, 1998, 2006; Fawcett & Munday, 2009). This is as opposed to its narrow political, usually negative meaning which van Dijk (1998), for instance, formulates as “systems of self-serving ideas of dominant groups”. In this paper, we hold to the definition adopted by Hatim and Mason (2005: 120): “the tacit assumptions, beliefs and value systems which are shared collectively by social groups”. Consequently, an attitude towards an event or phenomenon that is based on such beliefs and value
systems and that is shared by a group at a precise moment of time can be qualified as ideological. By “ideology shift” we mean a situation in translation where an ideology-motivated element or feature of the source text (e.g., an ideology-based evaluative statement) is transformed in the target text in such a way that it does not express the source ideology any more, or, vice versa, an ideological element or feature is introduced in the target text, thus adding an ideology that was not present in the source text. It is useful to distinguish a particular case of ideology shift when an ideology-based element or feature is transformed or replaced by an ideologically neutral element; we refer to such a shift as the “neutralisation” of ideology.

Translation can be regarded as inherently related to intergroup communication since source text (ST) and target text (TT) audiences rarely coincide. These groups do not always adhere to different, opposing ideologies, but when they do the translator cannot ignore this divergence for the following essential reason. Coming from an out-group, a text challenging TT audience’s ingroup ideology can be perceived by the readership as a symbolic threat. The latter is defined by the authors of the intergroup threat theory as an attempt by the outgroup to challenge, change, supplant or destroy the ingroup’s system of meaning (Stephan et al., 2015: 256). Furthermore, Stephan et al. (2015) state that a symbolic threat not only amplifies negative attitude towards the outgroup, but also elicits such emotions as anger, disgust, contempt and righteous indignation. Needless to say that, if the author was addressing ST to an audience that shared the ideology of the text, then provoking the range of emotions listed above in the readership definitely was not his intention. Thus, the goal of the intergroup mediation approach to translation of ideology is to find an adequate way to convey the author’s message under the conditions of an ideological conflict. This may require from the translator not only to be aware of the TT audience’s ideological stance, but also to examine as closely as possible the ideological contexts of both the author and the ST audience.

Ideology can be reflected in texts and discourse at various degrees of explicitness and by different means, including context, semantic macrostructures, lexis, syntax, rhetorical devices, and so on (for more details see, e.g., van Dijk, 2006: 125—126). In this study, we remain at the lexical level, for it is rather explicit and relatively easy to analyse. But what is even more important in our context is that the translator, when facing ideology-motivated labelling such as “terrorist” versus “freedom fighter”, has to make a conscious choice in favour or against the ideology shift, usually without being confused by the lack of formal equivalence in the target language, the subtle character of expression or other linguistic issues.

In what follows, we examine a few examples of ideology shifts and non-shifts in news translation occurring at the lexical level. These examples raise interesting questions regarding the conditions under which ideology-related interventions may be desirable and deemed acceptable and what factors influence the translator’s decisions. We attempt to answer some of these questions by proposing a formal framework to analyse ideology-related translation problems in terms of ideological stances of the parties involved in translation and of the character of the source and target texts, as well as a classification of ideology-related shifts based on the role played by ideology in the text.
2. CASE STUDY

The words “migrants” and “refugees”, while already considered “sensitive” previously (Baker et al., 2008), have definitely become part of ideology-loaded language in European countries including France, Germany and the UK in 2015 due to the migration crisis provoked by the situation in Syria. A closer look at newspapers of that period shows that in France the word “migrants” predominated, although numerous debates took place in August—September 2015 leading to a short-term divergence. The word “refugees” (“Flüchtlinge”), on the other hand, was predominantly used in Germany. Finally, in the UK the stance on the issue differed from one mass media to another. Thus, 18 September 2015 AFP (Agence France-Presse) released a news item (1) which begins as follows:

(1) Un migrant meurt électrocuté sur le site du tunnel sous la Manche
Un migrant est mort électrocuté jeudi soir sur le site du tunnel sous la Manche en tentant de monter sur une navette de ferroatage, a-t-on appris vendredi auprès de la préfecture du Pas-de-Calais. “Peu avant minuit, un migrant, vraisemblablement de nationalité syrienne, a été retrouvé mort à l'aplomb d'une navette fret sur le site du tunnel sous la Manche”, a indiqué la préfecture à l'AFP. Il s'agit du dixième migrant tué depuis le 26 juin à Calais et ses environs en tentant de rallier l'Angleterre, selon une source officielle. (1, emphasis added)

The same labelling is used in the English version of the news item (2), which also could be found at the AFP website:

(2) Migrant electrocuted at Channel Tunnel site: French police
A migrant was electrocuted late Thursday near the entrance to the Channel Tunnel in France as he tried to climb on to the roof of a train to make his way to England, an official said. “The individual died after he was electrocuted trying to climb on to the freight car”, a spokesman for the local authorities in northern France told AFP. The migrant, thought to be a Syrian, was found dead shortly before midnight Thursday. Officials said it was the 10th death of a migrant in or near the tunnel since late June. (2, emphasis added)

On the same day, the news appeared online in several European media, including the French Le Monde (3) and Le Figaro (4), the German Zeit Online (5) and Die Welt (6) as well as the British The Independent (7), The Telegraph (8) and the Guardian (9). The French media all used the AFP original labelling, i.e. predominantly the word “migrant”; in some occurrences the word was substituted by a neutral equivalent (person, victim, etc.). In both German versions, on the contrary, the opposite strategy was adopted and the word “migrant” was consistently substituted with “Flüchtling” (refugee). E.g., in (5) we read

(3) Flüchtling in Calais am Eurotunnel durch Stromschlag getötet
In the UK, The Telegraph conserved the original labelling (“migrant”), The Independent consistently used “refugee”, whereas the Guardian adopted an explicitly neutral stance:

(4) **Man electrocuted near Channel tunnel entrance in France**

A man has been electrocuted near the entrance to the Channel tunnel in Calais as he tried to climb on to the roof of a train to reach England, French officials have said. At least 10 refugees or migrants have now died at Calais since the end of June. “The individual died after he was electrocuted trying to climb on to the freight car”, a spokesman for local authorities in northern France told AFP. The local prefect’s office said the man, who died late on Thursday, was presumed to have been Syrian. (7, emphasis added)

The Guardian’s story provides an excellent example of ideology neutralisation, where the sensitive vocabulary is systematically replaced by neutral equivalents (note, in particular, “10 refugees or migrants”). A partial neutralisation may appear to have place in Le Monde (3); however the fact that the word “migrant” is left in the headline and is used as the only designator for migrants/refugees as a group suggests that the shifts here are stylistic rather than ideological. It is also worth noting that The Independent (5) uses predominantly the word “refugee” (cf. the headline: “Syrian refugee dies after being electrocuted...”), thus confirming the diversity of positions of UK media in contrast to France and Germany, where a dominant viewpoint is clearly discernible.

This small case study, which involves however several major European media, confirms that ideological recontextualisation, and specifically the recontextualisation by means of textual interventions, can be a common practice not only under regimes with actual political censorship, such as the Soviet Union, and direct state pressure is not the only reason for ideology-related text manipulation. Thus, even though these texts might not be regarded as translation within a strict equivalence-based translation theory (Nord, 1997: 45), we follow J. Palmer and consider them as such, since according to him translation in mass media generally implies “a mixture of selection, summary, contextualizing commentary and in extenso translation” strategies (2009: 189). Furthermore, it can be suggested that in this case translators find themselves in the commissioner-governed professional setting described by H. Vermeer, where the source text (including an ideology it may reflect) serves merely as a “point of departure” for the translational action (Chesterman, 2010). Therefore, with the “fidelity rule” put last, the ideology in the target text is determined either by the “skopos rule” (for instance, editor’s position, as it is probably the case of the Guardian (9)) or by the “coherence rule” which postulates, in A. Chesterman’s interpretation, that the target text must be “compatible with the receiver’s cognitive context” (2010). The latter can be the case of the German versions of the article, considering the largely predominant use of the word “refugees” in this country.

One would expect from the media less flexibility in translation of interviews or direct speech, and a closer look on news websites shows that the ideology-related labelling seems to be often preserved in interviews and direct quotes, namely of political figures. Let us examine an example illustrating this. 3 March 2016, the then French
economy minister, Emmanuel Macron, said in an interview for the *Financial Times* the following in regard to the possible Brexit: “The day this relationship unravels, *migrants* [emphasis added] will no longer be in Calais” (10). Macron’s words were reproduced by numerous media, namely the following German translation appeared in *Zeit Online* (11) and *Die Welt* (12): “An dem Tag, an dem sich die Beziehungen auflösen, wird es keine *Migranten* [emphasis added] mehr in Calais geben”. It is worth noting that in both articles the word “Migranten” (migrants) occurs only once outside Macron’s quotation, whereas the word “Flüchtlinge” (refugees) occurs six times in *Zeit Online* and 12 times in *Die Welt*. Thus, the original labelling of the quote is preserved even though the opposite labelling is predominant.

**3. FORMAL FRAMEWORK FOR IDEOLOGY-RELATED TRANSLATION PROBLEM ANALYSIS**

Ideology as a set of beliefs and values and, by consequence, of attitudes, affects all the parties involved in the translation process and, what is more, influences the work of the translator in various ways. Therefore several approaches to address ideology-related problems have been adopted by translation theorists and practitioners. Ideology-related translation problems discussed in the literature can be divided into three major categories, although these categories are interconnected and the following classification is more a matter of perspective rather than a taxonomy:

1) ethical problems translators face as a result of their personal ideological stance (ethical perspective; see, e.g., Baker, 2006, 2008);
2) ideology transfer from ST to TT, including linguistic aspects as well as the influence, sometimes subconscious, of the translator’s personal ideology on the translation process (CDA perspective; see, e.g., Munday, 2007; Rojo López & Ramos Caro, 2014);
3) problems related to the transfer of the text between ideologically conflicting contexts and ideological recontextualisation in order to ensure successful intergroup communication (intergroup mediation perspective).

We focus on the third category of problems, which relate to situations when ST expresses an ideology that contradicts the ideology of the text commissioner and/or TT audience. Here translators, whatever their personal ideological stance, play the role of mediators: as the experts in translation action (Vermeer, 2000: 228), they must be trusted to identify ideologically problematic passages in ST and decide how to handle them. This perspective is characterised by the emphasis on the external character of the ideological collision to the translator, who is supposed to remain neutral. Also, we assume that the translation is evaluated on a pass-or-fail basis — as if it had to pass a censorship — rather than to the degree of expression of the ideology, with which the second category of problems is concerned. Figuratively speaking, here translators may be telling themselves: “this passage is problematic; how should I translate it so that my translation passes the censorship?” , which in practice can be formulated as “so that the text is accepted by the public” or “so that I adequately put across the author’s message”.
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Let us now formally define ideology-related translation problems from the inter-group mediation perspective. We consider an arbitrary ideology which will be denoted A. In theory, ideology A can be concerned with virtually any subject. At the same time, it is needless to say that we are more interested in subjects that receive public attention and cause real ideological clashes, by consequence a statement reflecting A might be, for instance, “killing animals for their fur is wrong”, “people coming to Europe from Africa and Middle East are refugees and should be helped”, and so on. Now, generally speaking, with regard to ideology A, a text can be

1) explicitly in support, namely through explicit evaluative statements, tone, emotive details and references, a corresponding labelling pattern and references in a positive/negative context to practices (events, people, etc.) that are praised/condemned in the ideology discourse (e.g., if A is expressed by the statement about refugees given above, a text explicitly in support of A could contain the following sentence: “Hundreds of thousands of refugees, including many women and children, crossed to Europe in 2015 fleeing violence and war at home”);

2) passively in support, namely through common references and a corresponding labelling, used however rather as the common ingroup language (cf., e.g., “Hundreds of thousands of refugees crossed to Europe in 2015”);

3) neutral; the text might not treat the subject related to A at all, treat it using neutral, non-evaluative vocabulary, or, for instance, present both points of view without taking one side (cf., e.g., “Hundreds of thousands of migrants, refugees and asylum seekers crossed to Europe in 2015”);

4) passively in opposition (cf., e.g., “Hundreds of thousands of migrants crossed to Europe in 2015”);

5) explicitly in opposition (cf., e.g., “Hundreds of thousands of migrants, including many single men, illegally crossed to Europe in 2015”).

Let us now turn to the parties involved in the translation — the author, the translator, the commissioner and the ST and TT readership. The audience as a group as well as the text producer individually (author, translator, etc.) can assume one of the following stands towards ideology A:

1) militantly in support;

2) passively in support as a member of a group exposed to the corresponding discourse; the boundary between this stance and the previous one may be somewhat vague, however we assume that the ideological stand here is unconscious rather than conscious and the attitudes are taken for granted rather than consciously constructed;

3) indifferent; not exposed to the related discourse;

4) divided; exposed to both discourses without one of them being predominant; do not have an established (joined in the case of the audience) stance towards A but can be sensitive to the subject;

5) passively in opposition as a member of an opposing group; exposed to the opposite discourse;

6) militantly in opposition.
Using the stances introduced above we can determine combinations that can be considered problematic for the translator. Table 1 lists various pairs of the TT recipient’s and ST stances in relation to ideology A and for each combination indicates whether a possible recontextualisation of the text should be considered on the intergroup threat theory grounds. The ST column does not include stances “passively in opposition” and “explicitly in opposition” because the situations are symmetrical.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source text</th>
<th>Target text recipient</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Explicitly in support        | In support (militantly or passively) or indifferent       | No problem
A direct translation without ideological recontextualisation will be easily accepted by the TT readership. |
| Passively in support         | In support (militantly or passively), indifferent or divided | Potential problem
Potentially, a direct translation can provoke a conflict within the readership, hence, based upon other factors (such as the ST audience’s and the author’s intention), a neutralisation may be considered. |
| Neutral                      | Indifferent, passively in support or passively in opposition | Potential problem
An explicit neutrality with regard to A might be perceived negatively by militants on both sides. (Obviously, it does not concern texts where the A-related subject is not treated.) |
| Explicitly in support        | Divided                                                  | Potential problem
Potentially, ideology-related language or references may stand out, be perceived as “foreign”, “unnatural”, hence a recontextualisation may be considered. |
| Neutral                      | Militantly in support, militantly in opposition or divided | Potential problem |
| Passively in support         | Passively in opposition                                  | Symbolic threat
A direct translation is likely to be perceived as a symbolic threat, hence a recontextualisation should be considered. |
| Passively in support         | Militantly in opposition                                  |                                                                            |
| Explicitly in support        | Militantly or passively in opposition                     |                                                                            |
in the metaphorical sense) censorship is associated with the commissioner. The commissioner may be guided in this function primarily by the TT audience (as perhaps in the case of the explicit neutrality of the Guardian in “migrants” versus “refugees” labelling), but also by the state power (as in a case of an actual state censorship) or by the interests of a third party such as a political movement, an industry, and so on. The fundamental difference between the two types of censorship is that in the one case the censor acts a priori against the initial intention of the author and, figuratively speaking, stands between the author and his readership. In the other case, however, the censorship is motivated by a divergence between the ST and TT audiences, and the censor, however negatively this figure might be perceived, can be regarded as an expert actually helping the author to adapt the text to a new audience, which is unfamiliar to the author. In this respect, we can view the first type of censorship as power- or rather interest-oriented and often intended to form or maintain an ideology, whereas the second type of censorship is audience-oriented and intended to make the text acceptable, given the existing ideology of the target audience. This brings us close to the concept of adaptation (Bastin, 2009), but we regard adaptation as one of the translation techniques allowing to pass the audience-oriented censorship. The audience-oriented censorship can be regarded as one of the core elements of the intergroup mediation perspective.

Let us now continue with the formal framework. Table 1 does not include the author’s or ST audience’s stances because whether a translation presents a potential ideology-related problem within the intergroup mediation perspective is determined by a discrepancy in ideology between ST (or rather its direct — without recontextualisation — translation) and the TT recipient. However, once the translation is confirmed problematic, the next step would be to analyse and compare the ideological stances of the author and the ST audience. This may allow to determine whether a recontextualisation would be desirable and presumably consistent with the author’s intentions because the translator in our framework is situated between the author and the censorship, as a mediator.

Let us consider a symbolic threat situation identified in Table 1 and assume ST to be passively in support of ideology A (for example, through the use of a corresponding labelling), and the TT audience to be militantly against A. Table 2 lists various combinations of author’s and ST audience’s statuses and their interpretations in this context. Other ST to TT recipient combinations can be analysed in the same manner.

Now, for illustrative purposes let us apply the formal framework proposed above to the story about the tragic accident in the Channel tunnel. Let A be the ideology producing the “migrant” labelling. ST is passively pro-A, whereas the TT audience can be considered passively or militantly in opposition to A, so we deal with a translation that can go from potentially problematic to symbolic threat according to Table 1. The author — AFP — can be considered indifferent, since the news agency uses “refugee” labelling in its German articles. The ST audience — the French general public — is passively in support of A. Thus, apparently, an adjustment to the TT readership’s ideological context had occurred in the first place, which to a certain extent justifies the subsequent recontextualisation.
### Table 2

**Combinations of possible author’s and ST audience’s statuses when ST is passively pro-A and the TT audience is militantly anti-A**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Source text audience</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Militantly in support</td>
<td>Divided or in opposition (passively or militantly)</td>
<td>Here the text was intended for an opposing audience and the author was aware of the potential threat, so a priori <strong>no recontextualisation is needed.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passively in support, passively or militantly in opposition, divided or indifferent</td>
<td>Divided or in opposition (passively or militantly)</td>
<td>In our opinion, in general these situations are uncommon: why would an author who is not militant for A address a pro-A text to an audience militantly opposed to A, for instance? However, if this was the case, the author might have had his or her reasons, which should be respected by the translator, so a priori <strong>no recontextualisation is needed.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Militantly in opposition</td>
<td>Indifferent</td>
<td>These situations seem <strong>rather unlikely.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Militantly in support</td>
<td>In support (militantly or passively) or indifferent</td>
<td>Since the author is militant for A, he or she is likely to oppose the recontextualisation, which makes <strong>textual intervention problematic.</strong> Moreover, considering the militant stand of the TT readership it can actually be reasonable in some cases to chose <strong>not to translate</strong> the text at all. Thus, Kang (2007) points out that the Korean edition of <em>Newsweek</em> was increasing the number of articles about Korea written locally compared to those translated from the American edition precisely because recontextualisation was problematic and the translated articles were badly received by the readership, as readers’ letters suggested.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divided, indifferent or passively in opposition</td>
<td>In support (militantly or passively) or indifferent</td>
<td>This is a common and probably the most interesting situation for the intergroup mediation approach. The author who is exposed predominantly to a pro-A discourse but is not known as militant for it produces a text intended for the ideological ingroup. The ideology is likely to be expressed in the background, and a <strong>recontextualisation (textual or paratextual) may be desirable.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **FOREGROUND/BACKGROUND ANALYSIS**

We have established the situations in which an ideological recontextualisation of TT can be desirable on the grounds of the intergroup threat theory. However, textual recontextualisation in translation remains controversial even though, as our case study shows, it is rather widely used in practice, especially when the fidelity requirement is
relaxed (which is often the case of news translation or translation of children’s literature; see, e.g., Inggs, 2015). We believe that it is important, in particular for the translator, to distinguish between two roles that ideology representation can play in a text or discourse: it can be intended and/or perceived as a part of the message, but it can also belong to the “background”. In the case of ideology as “background” ideology-loaded language is not thought as a part of the message, but is rather used as a common, neutral language within the group (the group may very well be society in general in the case of a dominant ideology). Two factors determine whether ideology can be viewed as playing background or foreground role: the character of the expression of ideology (the degree of explicitness or the character of the text) and the ideological stance of the audience, or, rather, its exposure to the corresponding discourse. Subsequently, for simplicity, we can assume that in an explicitly pro- or anti-A text, as it was defined in the previous section, ideology A always plays the foreground role, whereas in a passively pro- or anti-A text its role is largely determined by the audience’s stance.

Background/foreground roles of ideology constitute an important part of the intergroup mediation perspective framework and provide the translator with another tool helping to analyse and justify ideology shifts in translation. The essential point in background/foreground analysis is that even if the ideology in the text was expressed in the background by the author, it will be received in the foreground by the reader if the latter belongs to a different ideological context. Subsequently, in translations of passively pro-A texts to audiences militantly or passively opposed to A, a background ST ideology will necessarily transit into the foreground in TT unless a recontextualisation is performed. As a result, the perception of the text by the ST and TT audiences will be substantially different. In these cases we observe not a shift in ideology itself, but rather a shift in its role in the text, which, in our opinion, nevertheless distorts the author’s message. Situations resulting in shifts or non-shifts in the role of ideology when translating a passively pro-A text are summarised in Table 3.

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source text audience</th>
<th>Target text audience</th>
<th>Role shift?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In support (militantly or passively) or indifferent</td>
<td>In support (militantly or passively) or indifferent</td>
<td>Background → background No shift in the role.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In support (militantly or passively) or indifferent</td>
<td>In opposition (militantly or passively) or divided</td>
<td>Background → foreground Problematic shift in the role, potentially implying intergroup threat; typical for the intergroup mediation approach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In opposition (militantly or passively) or divided</td>
<td>In support (militantly or passively) or indifferent</td>
<td>Foreground → background Non-problematic shift from the intergroup mediation perspective; may occur, for instance, in translation of dissidents’ works.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In opposition (militantly or passively) or divided</td>
<td>In opposition (militantly or passively) or divided</td>
<td>Foreground → foreground No shift in the role.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Background/foreground roles of ideology can serve as a basis for a classification of ideology shifts. Such a classification is presented in Table 4 and gives additional insight into acceptability and desirability of textual recontextualisation in translation which makes it into a useful tool within the intergroup mediation perspective, but also for analysis of translation of ideology in general. In Table 4 it is assumed that the translator has performed textual intervention resulting in the ideology shift; the ST and TT audiences belong to the opposite ideological camps. Note, that the first column lists the roles of the ideology in ST as intended by the author. The second column contains the roles of the ideology in TT as perceived by the TT audience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role in ST, as intended by the author</th>
<th>Role in TT, as perceived by the TT audience</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreground</td>
<td>Foreground</td>
<td>This shift can be considered as the most controversial on fidelity grounds, although it still may occur in certain situations, for instance due to personal convictions of the translator or political motives. Shifts of this type are better analysed from an ethical perspective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background</td>
<td></td>
<td>This type of shift occurred in the example discussed by Mason in (2009). Apparently, the background role of the ideology in TT was the reason for the shift going unnoticed by the editors, whereas its foreground role in ST was the reason for scholars' attention to the article.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None (neutralisation)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Here again we can think of ethical or political motives. The Chinese translation of Obama's inaugural speech discussed by Munday in (2012) can be viewed as an example of this shift.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background</td>
<td>Foreground</td>
<td>This is another controversial shift, which should be analysed from an ethical perspective. The feminist translation by Linda Gaboriau of N. Brossard's text <em>l'Écrivain</em>, discussed in (Godard, 1984; von Flotow, 1991), can serve as an example.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background</td>
<td>Background</td>
<td>This is a common shift in news translation and can be easily analysed from the intergroup mediation perspective. The German versions of the story about the accident in the Channel tunnel discussed above is an example of this shift.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None (neutralisation)</td>
<td>None (neutralisation)</td>
<td>This shift is also common and can be analysed from the intergroup mediation perspective. <em>Guardian</em>’s article cited previously is an example of this shift.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>Foreground</td>
<td>Here again we could think of feminist translation, for example the translation by Susanne de Lotbinière-Harwood of L. Gauvin’s <em>Lettre d’une autre</em> also discussed in (von Flotow, 1991). It is subject to analysis from an ethical perspective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Background</td>
<td>Examples of this shift can be found, for instance, in some Soviet translations/adaptations of children’s books. Also, this shift can be committed by the translator unintentionally. Interestingly, these shifts can be analysed from all three perspectives: ethical, CDA and intergroup mediation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finally, it seems possible for ST to distinguish between the background/foreground role of ideology as it has been intended by the author (which is mainly linked to the intentionality) and as it is perceived by the ST audience (in the same way as it is perceived in TT by the TT audience). Indeed, the two may differ. We suppose that the choice here is determined by whether the translation is aimed at mediating between the author and the TT audience or at creating a text that would be perceived by the TT audience in somewhat the same way as ST is perceived by the ST audience. The former approach clearly puts the translator into the ethics of communication, according to Chesterman’s classification (2001: 140). Within the latter approach, however, the translator can be considered as following the ethics of representation (Chesterman, 2001: 139), but in its functionalist interpretation (Schäffner, 2009; Nord, 2006). Incidentally, for the same reason, the intergroup mediation perspective, although intuitively linked to the ethics of communication, should not be limited to it.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed only a few types of ideology shifts presented in Tables 3 and 4, others being subject to further research. However, the intergroup mediation perspective and the classification proposed appear useful for exploring further the issues of acceptability of certain ideology shifts rather than others, translator’s intentions when opting for a shift, as well as conditions on which an ideological shift can be committed unintentionally, in particular as a translation mistake. Of course, as any model, the proposed framework is a simplified representation of real-life situations faced by the translator. However, to our mind, it allows for a better understanding of ideology-related problems in translation, identifies essential factors influencing translator’s choices and could be used as a guidance in translation practice. Also, considering the formal character of the framework, it could eventually serve as a basis for handling ideology-related issues in machine translation in the news industry.

Further research may be directed towards completing the practical framework with an inventory of translation strategies and techniques used to handle ideology-related problems. Among other problems related to ideology shifts in translation and worth investigating we would like to emphasise the neutralisation strategy (its scope of use, advantages and weaknesses), the possibility of handling dominant ideologies divergence as cultural differences (which could lift a part of ethical pressure from the translator), and also the influence of personal ideological and ethical position of the translator on the choice of translation strategy.
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